
Modelling angel decoration pendants
Instructions No. 2915
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 3 Hours

Simply model cute angels with bead centres from soft clay. Our instructions make it easy for you to make them. These
great decoration pendants are perfect for Christmas decoration or as a gift idea.

This is how the angels are designed:
Protect your workspace with a VBS handicraft mat, for example. Take some soft clay from the packaging and knead it well. Roll it out with the acrylic roller to a
thickness of approx. 3 mm. For an angel you need a circle and a heart. Remove one circle from the handicraft mat with the help of the polishing sheet. Place a
bamboo skewer in the middle. Now fold the clay at one end (of the skewer) over the skewer, overlapping slightly. This is how you get your angel shape. The
skewer serves as a placeholder and can be removed after drying. Remove the angel from the base, place it in the middle of a heart and press it lightly. This is
how your angel gets its angel wings.

Use the wooden potter's knife and a little water to smooth the edges. Let your angels dry for at least 24 hours. Then carefully remove them from the handicraft
mat and remove the bamboo skewer.

Coat the angel wings and the edges of the dress with the napkin varnish Glimmer.

Now cut a piece of the micro macramé cord. Tie a knot at one end and thread several glass wax beads onto it, depending on the size of the angels (in our
example we used between 3-5 beads). Pull the ribbon through the angel and thread another glass wax bead onto the ribbon, then the wooden ball for the head
and again a glass wax bead. Knot the end of the cord into a loop so you can hang your angels.

Article number Article name Qty
511384-01 Soft clay, 1.5 kgNature 1
11796 VBS Wooden balls drilled "Ø 20 mm"10 pieces 1
643412-81 Glass wax beads, Ø 6 mm, 55 piecesWhite 1

Article information:



16736 Cookie cutter set of 6 in metal boxCircles 1
16737 Cookie cutter set of 6 in metal boxHearts 1
14732 Modelling and pottery set 1
511483 FIMO Acrylic Scooters 1
13242805 VBS Handicraft mats 1
610439 VBS Bamboo wood spikes, 50 pieces 1
12052401 VBS Round brush "BASIC", set of 6 1
17106 Micro macramé cord, waxedGrey 1
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